What is a Moda Cake Mix?

Baking a cake can be a complicated process. So can making a quilt. But what if you only needed a few ingredients?

With just 1 or 2 Moda Layer Cakes + 1 Cake Mix pad of papers, you have everything you need to make a quilt because each pad includes block and setting options.

Layer
With right sides together and the lightest fabric on top, layer two squares with a recipe card.

Pin & Stitch
Pin the layers to secure. Starting at the Star, stitch on the dotted line with a small stitch.

Trim
With the ruler placed on the solid line, trim the outside edges of the recipe card.

Cut 1
With the ruler placed on the solid lines, cut the recipe card to make four squares.

Cut 2
With the ruler placed on the solid lines, now cut each square apart to make triangles.

Press
Before removing the paper, press the seams toward the darker triangle.

Remove Paper & Trim
Carefully remove the paper from the pressed HTS and trim the corner triangles.

Cake Mix Recipe 4 is shown - it makes 8 half-triangle squares that finish at 3¼” or 4”.

For more information about all four of the Moda Cake Mixes - www.blog.modafabrics.com/cakemix